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Health, beauty and wellbeing

We offer more than 500 products, and ever since 1919 we have 

been delivering what our motto promises: health and wellbeing. 

Our product ranges will ensure you feel great all-round! 

Our medical products make it easy for you to keep an eye on 

your health in terms of prevention and diagnosis. Our weight 

and diagnosis products and therapy massagers make it easier 

for you to feel great every day. Activity trackers and heart rate 

monitors will support your sporty lifestyle day-to-day. With 

professional equipment for your beauty regime, your body and 

mind will shine. And with the babycare range, you can feel more 

reassured with the new addition to your family in the first few 

years. 

We take up the latest trends and listen carefully to our 

customers. Through collaboration with high-profile institutes, 

partners and consultants, we provide you with state-of-the-art 

solutions. 

See for yourself – our innovations provide you with even more 

options to live your life as you want to. We are a full-range 

supplier that can meet your needs – from low-priced entry-level 

models to high-end products. 

We want you 
to feel great!

Take control of 
your health, fitness 
and wellbeing.
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Beurer apps

beurer CalmDown beurer FreshHome

beurer EMS HomeStudio beurer BabyCare

Your life, your app

Improve your perceived level of stress through 

guided and conscious breathing training. Improve 

your heart rate variability (HRV) using the gentle 

vibration of the stress releaZer. Start your six-week 

anti-stress programme. 

In conjunction with Beurer devices, you can 

evaluate and improve the air quality in your house 

in a targeted manner. Here, the app provides you 

with handy tips on how you can stop poor-quality 

air being created in the first place. If the values 

exceed your individually defined target range, 

the app provides you with a clear notification. 

Train more effectively and efficiently at home 

or on the go – without a gym or equipment. 

The “beurer EMS HomeStudio” app is your EMS 

personal trainer. Numerous workouts and videos  

also enable you to put together your perfect training 

programme. The “beurer EMS HomeStudio” enables 

you to be targeted and save time with custom training. 

Track data on height, head circumference, weight, 

body temperature, sleep, food, crying, nappy 

changes and, of course, health. Capture special 

moments and memories. Seamlessly track your 

child’s development. The “beurer BabyCare” app 

will support you through the first exciting years 

of your child’s life. 

You yourself can determine just how much control, 

coaching and help you need when exercising or caring 

for your children. We provide you with devices and the 

corresponding apps to enable you to plan your life  

as you wish. 

The right app 
for every lifestyle

Tailored tools 
and applications.

Our four 
new apps
Useful support for 
your everyday life.
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Flexible heating

Flexible  
heating

People often don’t want to leave the comfort of 

their warm home in the colder months. With the 

Beurer Heat To Go products, you can also enjoy the 

benefits of a pleasant temperature when you’re on 

the move. Our cosy, HK 37 To Go heated tube scarf 

is your perfect companion for autumn and winter.  

With a practical powerbank, you always have 

your extra portion of warmth with you, whether 

you’re walking round town or on a hike in the 

woods. 

A feeling of comfort and warmth

HK 37 To Go 

Heated tube scarf with powerbank

· Stylish accessory that keeps you warm

· Exterior: a contemporary cable-knit design,  
interior: fleecy inner lining

· Mobile warmth with three temperature settings

· Includes powerbank (approx. 2 hours of battery life)

· Item no. 273.08 (available from October 2018)

With powerbank for mobile warmth

Super chic and warm

The perfect accessory 
for a stroll in the city  
or a walk in the woods.

Snuggly and 
skin-friendly
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Perfectly soft 
and super cosy 
for snuggling up.

Flexible heatingFlexible heating

The HD 75 Cosy heated overblanket will soon become 

your favourite snuggle blanket. Enjoy relaxing hours on 

the sofa with the cuddly fleece fibre. Patented electronic 

temperature regulation provides you with your personal 

optimal temperature single hand movement. If you happen 

to drift off for a bit longer, the automatic switch-off ensures 

that you can relax with ease. 

Your favourite snuggle blanket

HD 75 Cosy White 
Heated overblanket

· Approx. 180 x 130 cm

· Machine washable at 30°C

· 6 temperature settings

· BSS safety system

· Item no. 424.16  
(available from September 2018)

Use cosy warmth 
precisely where 
you need it
The right devices to 
provide you with a 
sense of wellbeing 
every day. 

You’re always on the safe side with a Beurer heating product. 

Our products are fitted with the Beurer safety system (BSS) 

and some also feature electronic temperature regulation.  

An additional benefit is that thanks to the removable switch, 

almost all heat products are machine-washable.

Feel good for sure!

Snuggly and 
skin-friendly

HK 53 Cosy 

Back/neck heat pad

· Formfitting design

· Heat pad, machine-washable at 30 °C

· 3 temperature settings

· BSS safety system

· Item no. 215.13  
(available from September 2018)

Individually adjustable 
using an abdominal 
belt

Soft velcro  
at the neck
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Weight

Weight

Full body analysis or segmental representation of 

individual areas of your body using cross-measure-

ment: The BF 1000 Super Precision gives you a clear 

overview of your vital statistics. In addition to weight 

and muscle percentage, for example, your body fat 

percentage (organ fat/abdominal fat) is determined 

using eight electrodes. All the values are easy to 

read on the raised dot matrix display while stand-

ing, and can also be transferred to the “beurer 

HealthManager” app for long-term monitoring. 

The professional scale for use at home –  
in the know about every area of your body 

BF 1000 Super Precision – Diagnostic scale
· Full-body analysis with 8 electrodes and cross-measurement 

for precise monitoring – even of individual areas of the body

· For professional weighing – raised display on an aluminium 
stand with blue lighting for optimum readability

· With app connection for seamless monitoring in  
the long-term

· Item no. 748.60 (available from December 2018)
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Extra-stable: 
for a 200 kg 
weight capacity

Cross-measurement for detailed 
full-body analysis

A clear overview

Weight Body fat

Muscle 
percentage

Body 
water

Bone 
mass

BMR/AMR 
(kcal)

AMR
BMR

BMI

BMI
IMC

Visceral 
fat

body  
analysis

HIgH-end SCALE

THE PROFESSIONAL DIAGNOSTIC 
SCALE FOR WHOLE-BODY 
MEASUREMENTS
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Weight

Our weight is important for our wellbeing. Regular 

weight control is a sensible measure to ensure you 

reach a personal balance. Our products range from 

simple glass scales to diagnostic scales with an app 

connection, to trendy kitchen scales for conscious 

nutrition. The new BF 950 connected scale provides 

you not only with weight information and  water, 

muscle and fat data, but also plenty of additional 

information on your body’s balance. All the values 

can be easily documented using the “beurer Health-

Manager” app. Set the ideal weight you’re aiming for 

and the scale will use a colour spectrum to show you 

how close you are to your goal. You’ll gradually get 

closer to your dream weight!

Reach your ideal weight with ease

BF 950 – Diagnostic scale

· Automatic data transfer within Bluetooth® range  
after opening the app

· LED motivator: provides colour-coded feedback  
so that achieving your target is always in sight

· Perfect for pregnant women: pregnancy mode for controlled 
weight gain during pregnancy (without BIA analysis)

· BF 950 white: item no. 749.11 (available from November 2018)

· BF 950 black: item no. 749.12 (available from November 2018)

Fully connected on 
your way to your 
dream weight

Data can be 
transferred directly 
to your smartphone 
via Bluetooth®.

Weight

GS 10 black – Glass scale

· Easy to store – exceptionally slim at just 19 mm

· Easy-to-read LCD display

· Weight capacity: 180 kg/graduation: 100 g

· Item no. 756.21 (available from November 2018)

GS 213 – Glass scale

· Large standing surface: 32 x 30.5 cm

· Large display

· Weight capacity: 180 kg/graduation: 100 g

· Item no. 756.29 (available from November 2018)

KS 34 – Kitchen scale

· Modern kitchen scale with extra-high weight 
capacity (15 kg)

· Magic LED: Invisible display – only appears during 
measurement

· With a hold function: weight displayed after 
measurement

· Item no. 703.11 (available from October 2018)

LS 20 eco – Luggage scale

· Environmentally friendly and economical: no battery 
needed as it is activated simply by pressing the dynamo 
power button

· The ideal travel companion: always ready to use  
for precise weighing of your luggage 

· 50kg weight capacity

· Item no. 732.13 (available from October 2018)
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Battery-free operation
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99.95% filter  
performance 
Banish pervasive 
pollutants from 
your home.

Air and  
aroma

Air and aroma

The air in our rooms can contain two to five times 

more allergens and pollutants than the air outdoors1). 

The new LR 500 is Beurer’s first app-controlled air 

purifier. This device makes it easy to regulate  

and monitor air quality at home or on the move.  

So you can relax and breathe deeply at any time! 

Clean and fresh air within your own four walls

LR 500 – Air purifier
· Convenient control and monitoring of ambient  

air both at home and on the go via the  
“beurer FreshHome” app

· Monitors ambient air and automatically adjusts  
the fan speed

· Suitable for room sizes between 34 m² 2) and 106 m² 3)

· Removes up to 99.95% of allergens such as 
domestic dust mites, pollen, etc. – air cleaning using 
a three-layered filter system (prefilter + activated 
carbon filter + HEPA 13)

· Creation of individual air cleaning plans for each 
day of the week

· Item no. 660.13 (available from January 2019)

Display of the fine dust value  
in the room

Colour ambient  
air quality indicator
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App-controlled air purifier (WiFi)
Convenient control and monitoring of room air 
at home or on the go

1) Source: WHO (World Health Organization)     2) ANSI/AHAM AC-1 2015    3) NRCC-54013-2011

APP-CONTROLLED AIR PURIFIER 
FOR MONITORING ROOM AIR

HIgH-end AIR PURIFIER
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Say goodbye to dry 
eyes and irritated 
airways
Air humidification  
for the perfect 
indoor climate.

Fresh and healthy  
air in all rooms
A comfortable 
environment day 
and night.

Beurer’s devices enable you to make meaningful improvements 

to the air in your interior surroundings – at home, at the office 

or when travelling. Create invigorating air that promotes your 

health, and makes you feel good all-around.

The optimum relative humidity indoors is around 

40-60%. Artificial means of heating cause relative 

humidity to drop on cold winter days. It affects our 

wellbeing and impacts our health if the ambient 

air is too dry. Dust particles are distributed more 

easily in dry air, which is particularly bad news for 

allergy sufferers. Furthermore, the air looks for 

alternative sources of moisture and takes what it 

needs from our skin and the surrounding 

plants or furniture. It is therefore important 

to provide the air with additional moisture.  

Our air humidifiers add the required amount 

of moisture to the ambient air. This allows the 

water atomisation to absorb the dust particles 

in the air, thereby preventing the spread of 

pathogens.

The perfect humidity level

Air humidifier

LB 55 – Air humidifier

· Humidifies dry ambient air with hot water 
evaporator technology

· Hygienic, odour-free and bacteria-free

· Humidification output up to 400ml/h

· For rooms up to approx. 50 m²

· Item no. 686.05
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Tank size: 6 litres

2 stages

Air and aroma
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Sleep and rest

Calm and restful sleep is important for us to feel refreshed and energised during the day, 

but snoring can impair the quality of sleep. The SL 60 sleep mask gently disrupts the 

disturbing noises with a practical combination of intelligent snoring detection and a gentle 

vibrating alarm. With the beurer “SleepQuiet” app, you can adjust the sensitivity of snoring 

detection, maximum impulse intensity, and the starting time to meet your needs.

STOP snoring – finally enjoy a restful night’s sleep again

SL 60 – Snore mask

· Gentle snoring therapy with real-time snoring 
detection

· Immediate alleviation of snoring by means 
of vibration pulses on the forehead

· The maximum pulse intensity, sensitivity 
and start time can be adjusted

· Comfortable sleep mask: washable and 
length-adjustable

· Easy to use with the “beurer SleepQuiet” app

· Item no. 677.69 (available from December 2018)

Precise snoring analysis 
using the “beurer 
SleepQuiet” app 
via Bluetooth®

Length-adjustable

Sleep  
and rest
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Restful sleep
Undisturbed sleep 
for snorers and 
their partners.

STOP

z
zz

A WORLD FIRST

COMFORTABLE SLEEP MASK – 
STOPS SNORING!
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Wake-up lights

Wake-up  
lights

Gone are the days of a noisy alarm abruptly tearing you from your sleep! Be woken up gently with 

our wake-up lights and enjoy a relaxing start to the day. The secret to this is a soft light that slowly 

becomes brighter and simulates sunrise. A final alarm – a melody if you prefer – ensures that you 

do not oversleep. This is how to wake up naturally in harmony with your sleep rhythm.

Conjure up your own private sunrise in your bedroom

WL 50 – Wake-up light

· Fall asleep naturally and wake up 
gently with colourful simulations of 
sunrise and sunset, and melodies

· LED mood light with colour change 

· Music playback via Bluetooth® 
streaming

· Battery and mains operation

· Item no. 589.21  
(available from February 2019)

Bluetooth® speaker, play your own music 
via Bluetooth® streaming
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Can be used with a battery 
or mains adapter

The wake-up light can also be used as  

a normal lamp or a mood light with colour 

change. Individual colour setting is also 

possible.

Wake up gently

Fresh and cheer-
ful throughout the 
day with the WL 50 
wake-up light
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Light therapy

Light  
therapy

Let the sunshine in
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Sunlight indirectly controls the production of melatonin, which is only passed to the blood in 

darkness. This hormone shows your body that it’s time to sleep. That’s why more melatonin is 

produced in months with less sunshine. Your body functions are powered down and it’s difficult 

to get up in the morning. Daylight therapy lamps give you a little bit of extra daylight and can 

stop the production of melatonin. This can lead to a positive uplift in your mood. Beurer daylight 

therapy lamps are available in different shapes and sizes. Find the right product for you and 

bring some daylight into your life.

TL 41 –  
Daylight therapy lamp

· Daylight for a sense of wellbeing  
in winter

· Compact design –  
product dimensions  
approx. 27 x 20.7 x 8 cm

· Ideal for your desk

· LED technology – exceptionally 
 bright and even illumination

· Light intensity: approx. 10,000 lux  
(distance of 20 cm)

· Item no. 608.18 

TL 20 –  
Daylight therapy lamp

· Daylight for a sense of wellbeing  
in winter

· Compact design – product  
dimensions approx. 21 x 13 x 2 cm

· Ideal for use at home or at the office

· Versatile stand: can be used  
horizontally and vertically  
with two tilt angles each way

· LED technology

· Light intensity: approx. 10,000 lux  
(distance of 10 cm)

· Item no. 608.03 

For an extra  
helping of daylight

Banish the winter 
blues; take effec-
tive light therapy 
home instead.
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Show stress  
the door

Relaxation aid and 
breathing trainer in 
one device.

Relaxation and massage

Relaxation 
and massage

Covering the diaphragm area with the stress releaZer relaxes the primary nerve pathways in this 

central region of the body and restores the natural breathing rhythm. The stress releaZer emits 

pulses which help the user breathe correctly. The device can be connected to, and controlled by 

the “beurer CalmDown” app via Bluetooth®.

Find your inner peace faster

stress releaZer

· Relaxation aid and breathing trainer for stress relief

· Optional illuminated ring to illustrate inhaling and exhaling

· Vibrating motor with low-frequency oscillations

· Three possible breathing cycles

· A choice of 3 different musical compositions  
(forest/jungle/ocean)

· Easy to use, including via the “Beurer CalmDown” app

· Item no. 640.33 (available from December 2018)

stress releaZer: relaxation aid and breathing trainer
One way of reducing stress is heart rate variability (HRV) training.  
The term HRV describes the human body’s ability to adjust the frequency 
of the heart rhythm to different situations. The stress releaZer simulates  
a special breathing rhythm, which enables the body to increase its resistance  
to stressful and tense situations. Blood pressure can be lowered and the body 
relaxes due to the vibrating motor with its low-frequency oscillations.
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Optional heat 
function

Optional illuminated 
ring

Clear and calm
Convenient control using the  
“beurer CalmDown” app

A WORLD FIRST

EFFECTIVE CALMING OF THE 
CENTRAL NERVE TRACTS
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Relaxation and massageRelaxation and massage
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Your feet work hard all day. Treat them to  

a well-deserved massage in the evenings – 

with foot massagers from Beurer.

With the Beurer Shiatsu air compression seat cover, you can take 

traditional Japanese Shiatsu body therapy home with you, to 

enjoy on the sofa or your favourite armchair. Pamper yourself 

and experience how body and soul come into harmony again!

Deeply relaxed at any time Your feet deserve it

FM 90 – Foot massager

· Powerful and soothing Shiatsu and air 
pressure massage on the soles of the 
feet and heels

· Optional heat function

· Choice of 3 preset massage 
programmes

· Item no. 645.06  
(available from November 2018)

MG 320 HD 3-in-1 
Shiatsu air compression seat cover

· Penetrating 3-in-1 massage with Shiatsu massage, 
air pressure massage and spot massage

· Soothing neck massage

· With optional light and heat function

· Washable neck and back rest cover

· Item no. 648.09 (available from October 2018)

A massage studio 
in your own home

Advanced compression 
technology for traditional  
Japanese-style 
relaxation.

With new massage technology: 
Air-compression massage

With optional light  
and heat function

Shiatsu and beyond in your favourite armchair
Shiatsu massages are thought to boost emotional and mental wellbeing. Through flowing pressure along the 
meridians based on traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), the Shiatsu massager releases energetic blockages in 
the energy channels and stimulates the body’s self-regulating powers. The Beurer MG 320 massage seat cover 
stimulates your entire back with its rotating massage heads – all you need to do is make yourself comfortable 
in your favourite armchair or on the sofa. You can also activate an air-compression massage in the midsection 
and the seat, as well as a relaxing neck massage. 

HIgH-end MASSAGE
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PhysioLine

PhysioLine

With PhysioLine from Beurer, you can ensure that you feel good all over after physical 

exercise. Unpleasant side effects such as muscle tension, aches in the legs and feet, 

or problems with the Achilles tendon can quickly be forgotten. 

Relaxation and regeneration after exercise

FM 200 Achillomed® –  
Achilles tendon massager

· To relieve problems with the Achilles tendon

· Soothing, circulation-boosting massage  
of the Achilles tendon

· 6 rotating massage heads

· 2 massage speeds

· Item no. 649.33

PhysioLine

6 rotating 
massage heads

With height and 
width adjustment

Help for your  
Achilles tendon

Improved circulation, 
a soothing effect, 
reduced aches 
and pains.

A WORLD FIRST

PROVIDES RELIEF FOR 
ACHILLES TENDON PROBLEMS
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Pain-free feet  
and legs

Relieve muscle tension, 
improve circulation.

PhysioLine

A long day on your feet, or running or other types of sport may 

leave your legs and feet painful and swollen. The Beurer FM 250 

Vital Legs EMS circulation stimulator relieves muscle tension, 

increases mobility, and promotes circulation through revitalising 

electrostimulation and an additional step function. This means you 

can soon be nimble on your feet again!

Be nimble on your feet  
with the circulation stimulator

FM 250 Vital Legs 
EMS circulation stimulator

· Revitalising electrostimulation device for relieving 
swelling and pain in the legs and feet

· Promotes circulation, relieves muscle tension, 
and improves mobility

· Includes cuffs for additional stimulation  
of the lower leg area

· Item no. 649.37 (available from December 2018)

Selectable intensity levels 
from 1 to 99

Includes timer 
function

Includes hand switch 
for convenient use

Relaxation and 
regeneration

Fitness is even 
more enjoyable 
with PhysioLine
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Includes cuffs  
for lower leg
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BM 54 Bluetooth®  
Upper arm blood pressure monitor

· Bluetooth® for transferring measurements 
to your smartphone

· Universal cuff, suitable even for larger 
upper arm circumferences up to 44 cm 

· Easy-to-read XL display

· Risk indicator

· Item no. 655.12 (available from October 2018)

Blood pressure

Blood  
pressure

BC 21 – Talking wrist  
blood pressure monitor

· Voice output in five different languages 
(language can be deactivated):  
(a) EN, ES, PL, AR, FA / (b) DE, EN, FR, IT, TR

· Adjustable volume

· Item no. (a) 650.40 / (b) 650.46 650.46.12  
(available from October 2018)

High blood pressure, also known as arterial hyper-

tension, is among the most prominent health risks 

of our time. In the majority of cases, high blood 

pressure is only discovered by chance as there are 

hardly any early warning signs for hypertension. 

Those affected can feel completely well for years, 

so it’s important to check your blood pressure 

regularly to avoid irreparable damage. Whether 

it’s on your wrist or upper arm, our extensive 

range of blood pressure monitors means you 

have various options for keeping an eye on  

your health.

Look after your health!

Risk indicator

“Systole 128 mmHg, 
diastole 83 mmHg, 
heart rate 69 beats 
per minute.

According to WHO 
guidelines, your blood 
pressure is normal.”
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diabetes manage-
ment made easy

Keep up-to-date 
on important blood 
levels at all times.

IH 58 – Nebuliser

· With mains operation

· Atomisation of liquid medications is also possible

· Small and light for use at home and on the go

· With extensive accessories

· Item no.: 602.02 (available from October 2018)

Compressed-air 
technology

Blood sugar and nebulisation

Blood glucose  
and  
nebulisation

The easy-to-use GL 44 lean blood glucose monitor is easy to handle, and its XL display 

makes it even more convenient and clearer to operate. 

Extraordinarily easy to handle!

GL 44 lean – Blood glucose monitor

· Easy use and measurement marking 
for optimised diabetes management

· Large display for easy readability

· With PC interface

· Extra-wide test strips

· Item no.: mg/dL: 463.08  
(available from November 2018)

· Item no.: mmol/L: 463.09  
(available from November 2018)
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Incredibly small 
and ultra-quiet

Put your trust 
in innovative 
nebulisation 
technologies.
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Body 
temperature 
and ovulation 
thermometer

A constant 
overview of your 
temperature
Non-contact fever 
measurement and 
data transfer.

Body temperature

Fever is a natural part of the body’s defence 

against infections caused by bacteria or viruses. 

If your temperature rises quickly and reaches 

over 38°C, it must be treated. Cold compresses or 

consuming a large quantity of fluid may provide 

temporary relief. However, a doctor must be 

consulted if the fever persists for longer or is  

at a very high temperature.  

Body temperature can be taken using various measur-

ing methods. In addition to traditional thermometers, 

Beurer also offers non-contact devices with multiple 

memory spaces for tracking temperature, and a device 

that transfers the measurements via Bluetooth® to  

the “beurer BabyCare” or “beurer HealthManager” app 

with clear graphical evaluations.

Fever is an important warning sign for illnesses

FT 95 Bluetooth® – Non-contact thermometer

· Measurement of body, ambient and surface temperature

· Hygienic and safe – measurement without skin contact

· With Bluetooth® for transferring measurements for graphical 
evaluation

· Item no.: 795.11 (available from December 2018)

LED temperature alarm
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OT 20 – Ovulation thermometer

· For measuring basal temperature in connection 
with the “Ovy” app, for natural family planning 
(NFP)

· Display to 2 decimal places

· Manual temperature input

· Measurement accuracy: ±0.05°C

· Item no.: 791.38

The symptothermal method is a scientifically recognised natural family 

planning (NFP) method. Fertile days are determined using physical 

symptoms, including the basal temperature. You can record all the 

important information using the “Ovy” app. This makes it even easier 

to interpret your body’s signals correctly, and feel more certain about 

your monthly cycle in the long term.

More certainty when it comes  
to your monthly cycle

Certainty in exact measurements

On/off button

Measuring sensor

Flexible measuring tip

1 2 3 4Wake up and take 

your temperature

Transfer the measured 

temperature to the 

app

Record relevant 

physical changes  

in the app

Identify fertile  

and non-fertile days

Ovulation thermometer

Family and life planning in harmony: natural methods  

for cycle tracking and targeted family planning can be  

easily implemented. Advanced temperature measurement 

technology in Beurer ovulation thermometers works in 

conjunction with a cycle tracking app to offer whole new 

possibilities for more reliably predicting fertile and  

non-fertile days. 

Natural family planning made easy

OT 30 Bluetooth® –  
Ovulation thermometer 

· For measuring basal temperature in connection 
with the “Ovy” app, for natural family planning 
(NFP) based on the symptothermal method

· Display to 2 decimal places

· Wireless transfer of temperature

· Measurement accuracy: ±0.05°C

· Item no.: 791.06 (available from December 2018)

On/off button

LED ring for displaying  
Bluetooth® transfer

Measuring 
sensor

Flexible measuring tip

Family planning to 
meet your needs
Reliably predict 
fertile days.

Protective cap

The healthcare technology 
startup Ovy was founded in 
Hamburg by sisters Eva and Lina 
Wüller. Their mission is to help 
women monitor their reproductive 
health naturally and effectively. 
For this purpose they and their 
team have developed a cycle 
tracking app to calculate the 
individual woman’s day of 
ovulation, fertile window,  
and next period.

Ovulation thermometer
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Pregnancy planning  
or cycle tracking 

Using the sympto-
thermal method 
properly.
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Electro- 
stimulation
TENS/EMS

TENS/EMS electrostimulation

Whether it’s to relieve joint pain, support training 

for muscle build-up, or simply recover after sport, 

electrostimulation is versatile and can be used as 

an at-home method of self-therapy. Its operating 

principle is based on the imitation of impulses in our 

bodies, which are transferred through the skin 

to nerve and muscle fibres via electrodes.  

With the new EM 27 and EM 28, Beurer now offers 

a complete range of TENS devices for pain relief in 

different areas of the body.

Electrostimulation for pain relief and muscle stimulation

EM 27 – Ankle TENS

· For use in combating pain in the ankle

· Ankle cuff adjustable with buckle fastener

· 2 wear-free contact electrodes made of 
conductive carbon material

· No contact gel or replacement electrodes 
required (water contact electrodes)

· Item no.: 647.07 (available from November 2018)

EM 28 – Wrist/lower arm TENS

· For use in combating pain in the wrist

· Wrist cuff adjustable with buckle fastener

· 2 wear-free contact electrodes made of 
conductive carbon material

· No contact gel or replacement electrodes 
required (water contact electrodes)

· Item no.: 647.08 (available from November 2018)

Drug-free pain relief
All products with the “painfree” symbol indicate they 
are an effective treatment for pain relief. The additional 
“drugfree” symbol indicates that the desired effects can 
be produced without additional medication.

  drug 
free 

drug-free 
pain relief

Flexible application 
for pain in various 
parts of the body.
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Hand and foot care
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Hand and  
foot care

Beautiful hands and feet are part of a complete beauty routine.  

Complete your hand and foot care at home – with Beurer products 

for treating your finger and toenails, as well as skincare for your hands 

and feet, every day is a beauty salon day!

For perfectly cared-for hands and feet

High-performance lithium-ion  
battery for a cordless and powerful 

application for up to 2 hours

Includes 10 different high-quality 
professional attachments

Now beauty treatments 
are even easier
Manicures and pedicures 
without an annoying 
cable.

MP 64 manicure/pedicure set

· For beautiful hands and feet

· A powerful battery-driven device for flexible, 
cordless operation

· Extensive accessories for professional treatment

· Magic LED display – only visible during operation

· Item no.: 570.37 (available from January 2019)

MP 59 Wet & Dry –  
portable pedicure device

· For removing hard or rough skin and calluses 
on wet or dry skin

· Perfect grip thanks to soft silicone

· Asymmetrical abrasive roller for targeted use, 
or use on large areas

· With space-saving charger

· Item no.: 571.03 (available from January 2019)
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BodyCare

BodyCare
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FC 55 Pureo Complete Cleansing – 
Powered body brush

· Body brush with removable handle for convenient 
use

· Thorough cleansing for noticeably soft and radi-
ant skin

· With 2 brush attachments

· Item no.: 605.12 (available from October 2018)

Feel good in your own skin and let your zest for life and happiness shine through. 

The recipe for silky, noticeably soft skin is no longer a secret: massaging with 

a brush results in rosy, soft radiance and deeply cleanses your pores.  

The two-stage rotation of the FC 55 powered body brush from Beurer 

enables an effortless full-body beauty massage in the shower or bath.

Gentle support for your beauty

With two brush attachments  
for thorough application

Removable 
handle

Unique, electrically 
powered body brush 
with removable 
handle!
Thorough deep 
cleansing and gentle 
massage
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BodyCare

The cellulite releaZer’s vibration technology 

relaxes and firms the deep tissue right 

where it counts. It promotes and acceler-

ates the breakdown of fat molecules in the 

fat cells and breaks down cellulite precisely 

where it forms. 

How it works

BEFORE application

AFTER application

cellulite releaZer for 
noticeably smooth, firm 
and toned curves.1)

Enjoy feeling at ease 
in your skin again.

b
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y

Promotes circulation  
in the layers of the skin

Reduces cellulite;  
dimples are less visible1)

 
Improves visible unevenness

Th
e 

fir
st clinically tested

cellulite massager

A WORld FIRST

The beurer cellulite releaZer is the first clinically 

tested cellulite massager which is proven to 

visibly reduce cellulite. A scientific study from 

the Institut proDERM in Hamburg (study no. 

18.0090-53) found that targeted application 

results in dimples becoming less visible and 

unevenness being improved. Enjoy feeling 

confident in your noticeably firmer and 

smoother skin!

Scientifically proven to visibly  
reduce cellulite

A world first:  
the first clinically 
tested cellulite 
massager.1)

For noticeably 
smooth, firm and 
tight curves, after just 
12 weeks of use!1)

1) Scientific study, 38 women, Institut proDERM Schenefeld/Hamburg, 
    study no. 18.0090-53

BodyCare

A WORLD FIRST

cellulite releaZer

· Cellulite massager

· Reduces cellulite – scientifically proven1)

· For smooth, firm, and toned curves!1)

· Vibration massage for deep-tissue toning

· Item no.: 590.03 (available from November 2018)

Scientifically proven to visibly 
reduce cellulite1) 
The first clinically tested cellulite massager – 

Improves visible unevenness1)! For noticeably 

smooth, firm and toned curves1), after just 

12 week of use!

80%  say that their skin is silky and smooth 

after application1)

73%  confirm that their skin looks firmer1)
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A beautifully clear 
facial complexion

Deep-pore cleansing, 
effective invigoration.

FaceCare

FaceCare
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Feeling beautiful means feeling good. The Beurer FaceCare 

range meets all your personal grooming and wellbeing 

requirements. For a healthy, pure and even complexion that 

will really make your smile shine!

Smooth, beautiful and fine-pore skin thanks  

to gentle massage and deep cleansing.

For a radiantly beautiful face

For visibly refined skin

FC 49 – Facial brush

· 2-in-1 function: deep-pore cleansing and massage 
for a smooth and beautiful complexion

· Vibration technology

· 3 cleansing zones for personalised cleansing

· Water-resistant – for use in the shower and the bath 

· Skin-friendly silicone 

· Item no.: 584.13 (available from October 2018)

FC 40 – Power deep pore cleanser

· Deep-pore cleansing thanks to vacuum technology

· Effectively tackles skin impurities and promotes 
a healthy-looking complexion

· Multi-purpose – 3 different attachments

· With LCD display to show the battery state  
and intensity level

· Includes replacement filter

· Item no.: 584.11 (available from January 2019)

Vacuum technology After treatmentTreatment
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Salon-like curls
Keratin coating 
strengthens the hair.

HairCare

HairCare

No matter whether you’re making an entrance at the opera, or want to 

create an undone look for a party, you can be your own hairdresser with 

the Beurer StylePro professional haircare series. Wild curls, natural waves 

or seductively smooth hair – you can conjure up the look you want based 

on how you feel. We provide you with the reassurance that your hair will 

not only be beautifully styled, but also perfectly cared for. 

Looking after long hair is sometimes a bit tricky. 

The Beurer hair detangling brush means you can 

avoid annoying knots, and untangle your hair easily 

and gently.

Whether casual or elegant, the right hairstyle 
products for your favourite look

No more unruly hair – say hello  
to a sleek and shiny look instead

HT 53 – Curling tongs

· Professional curling tongs, 13-25 mm, with conical 
heating element for styling soft, shiny curls 

· Ceramic keratin coating to protect your hair

· Includes heat-resistant protective glove

· Item no.: 591.01 (available from November 2018)

HT 10 – Ionic detangling brush

· Optional ion function  
for sleek and shiny hair

· Easily and gently untangles 
your hair

· Batteries included (2x AAA)

· Item no.: Blue: 591.05

· Item no.: Orange: 591.06

· Item no.: Purple: 591.04

360° swivel joint

Ceramic keratin coating
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gently untangle 
your hair

Soft plastic bristles 
untangle knots and 
protect long hair.
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Baby  
and child

Baby and child

With the “beurer BabyCare” app you always have 

an overview of your child’s development. You can 

record a lot of important information in the app. 

Weight data is transferred from the new Beurer 

BY 90 baby scale via Bluetooth®. You can measure 

your baby’s height using a tape measure integrated in the 

scale. You can also manually enter information relating to 

nutrition, sleep times, nappies and appointments, as well 

as personal notes. The result is that you have a seamless 

diary recording your baby’s development. 

Hello, here I am! Beurer babycare helps keep babies  
healthy and happy as they grow

A healthy weight 
from the start

Track your baby’s 
development clearly 
on your smartphone.

BY 90 – Baby scale

· Bluetooth® for transferring the 
measurements to your smartphone 
and tracking your child’s weight

· Integrated tape measure

· Hold function for recording  
the weight of wriggling babies

· Item no.: 956.06  
(available from January 2019)
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Rids the scalp of hair lice and their nits

HT 15 – Lice comb

· Easy combing; rids the scalp  
of hair lice and their nits

· Without the use of chemicals

· Changes its acoustic signal when it 
comes into contact with a hair louse 
or nit

· Item no.: 591.68  
(available from January 2019)

Easy combing
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Sport and  
activity

live tracking of 
the heart rate
Handy pulse measure-
ment on the wrist via 
an optical sensor – no 
annoying chest strap 
required!

Sport and activity

a
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Jogging, walking, cycling or swimming – every form 

of exercise does the body good. Whether you’re a 

beginner, sports enthusiast or professional, Beurer 

offers a range of products to support you in your 

activity. The trendy AS 97 activity sensor helps you 

through the day and gives you the opportunity to 

monitor and track your heart rate using optical 

sensors. It also notifies you of any incoming calls 

and messages, and displays the date, time and 

battery status. And, as an additional motivator, 

the “move reminder” function will tell you when  

you haven’t moved for a while. 

Exercise for a healthy life

AS 97 Pulse Bluetooth® – Activity sensor

· Pulse measurement on the wrist via an optical  
sensor + live tracking of your heart rate  
via Runtastic, etc. 

· Records activity and sleep and transmits  
the data to your smartphone

· Activity tracking: number of steps, distance, calorie consumption, 
activity duration and achievement of daily activity goal

· Item no.: 676.57

Handy pulse measure-
ment on the wrist

With notification  
function + activity 
and sleep tracking

Heart Rate
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Professional  
high-end electrical 
stimulation
Fitness and wellbe-
ing with 20 work-
outs.

Electrostimulation

Electro- 
stimulation

The new EM 95 Bluetooth® – EMS homeSTUDIO 

muscle stimulation device provides you with 

numerous options for defining and planning your 

training exactly in line with your targets. Instead of 

investing several hours at the gym, EMS training for 

20 minutes once or twice a week is enough to 

achieve the same results. Activate your personal 

virtual coach or put together your own training 

units to meet your needs! 

Pocket-sized high-end EMS trainer

EM 95 Bluetooth® – EMS homeSTUDIO 
muscle stimulation device

· “beurer EMS HomeStudio” app  
with virtual coach and training videos

· 20 workouts in two categories:  
Fitness & power and relax & wellbeing

· Three difficulty levels 
(beginner, advanced and professional)

· 4 cuffs for arms and legs 

· 8 electrodes

· Item no.: 662.01  
(available from January 2019)

Four separately 
adjustable channels

Electrode positioning 
indicator

A WORLD FIRST

a
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Colour 3.5” TFT display
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Electrostimulation

The Beurer EMS homeSTUDIO is a high-end EMS 

device for use at home. In combination with the free 

“beurer EMS HomeStudio” app, users are provided 

with professional EMS training. The user can choose 

between “Fitness & Power” and “Relax & Wellbeing”, 

with a total of 20 workouts available in the app.  

The level of difficulty can be customised and users 

can also create their own workouts from 50 exercises. 

In total, there are four cuffs and eight electrodes 

available, which are controlled via four separate 

channels.

Practical trouser/belt clip 
for convenient use during 
the exercises

20 workouts in  
two categories:

Four cuffs to stimulate  
the muscles in the  

upper arm and thighs

Eight self-adhesive gel 
electrodes to 

stimulate the muscles 
(e.g. abdominal 

muscles)

Achieve your 
training targets 
more easily
Body contouring  
with the Beurer  
EM 95 EMS 
homeSTUDIO muscle 
stimulation device

Open up your own EMS Homestudio. The high-end EM 95 EMS device provides 

you with a professional workout at home. You can connect with the “beurer EMS 

HomeStudio” app on your smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth®. And get some support 

from a virtual coach. Track your performance and record your progress. 

For your EMS workout at home

Electrostimulation
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App optimised for smartphone and tablet

Colour 3.5” TFT display
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The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such 
marks by Beurer GmbH is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a 
service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLc.
Android is a trademark of Google LLc.

Beurer GmbH. P.O. Box 1427. 89004 Ulm. Soeflinger Strasse 218. 89077 Ulm, Germany 

Tel. +49 731/39 89-0. Fax. +49 731/39 89-139. export@beurer.de 

www.beurer.com  www.beurer-healthguide.com


